


THE TROUBLE
WITH 
TECHNOLOGY

Easy, reliable shredding

It’s always frustrating when your office technology starts 
acting up. Especially when it’s technology that has to work to 
keep you compliant with the law. You know: data protection. 
We understand. 

Our document shredders from the DAHLE ShredMATIC® and 
DAHLE PaperSAFE® ranges put an end to the nightmare and 
destroy paper the way they should: safely and easily. For 
perfect shredding without the stress and rage.



Three reasons our shredders reduce stress

Whatever you need to shred, from P-2 to P-5, whether it’s a little or a lot of paper, 
we have the perfect document shredder to ensure that you can destroy it safely 
and securely.

1. The safe choice

Our document shredders produce extremely small particles for ideal waste 
container utilisation. And they’re practically maintenance- and oil-free. 
What that means for you: more peace of mind and more time to complete other 
tasks.

2. Comfortable shredding 

The sleek look of our DAHLE document shredders adds a hint of style to the office: 
their minimalistic and contemporary design is perfect for all modern office spaces.

3. Attractive design



Find your level! 
The GDPR has made data protection a hot topic. But what’s the appropriate security level for 

your data? There are seven levels in all:

Security level P-1
For data carriers with general data 

you want to render unreadable, e.g. catalogues or 
brochures.

Security level P-2
For data carriers with internal data you want to 
render unreadable, e.g. general internal work 

instructions.

Security level P-3
For data carriers with sensitive and confidential 
data, e.g. tenders, orders with personal address 

data.

Security level P-4
For data carriers with especially sensitive and 

confidential data, e.g. personnel data, employment 
contracts, financial statements.

Security level P-5
For data carriers with strictly confidential 

data, e.g. medical reports.

Security level P-6
For data carriers with strictly confidential data 

that require exceptionally high security measures, e.g. 
research and development data.

Security level P-7
For data carriers with strictly confidential data that require highest levels of security, e.g. 

military or secret service data.



The right solution for home and office use
For home and personal use 
we recommend the 
ShredMATIC® 90 or the 
PaperSAFE® 100, 120 or 140 
shredders. They are 
compact and perfect for 
shredding directly at your 
desk.

For the office we recommend 
the ShredMATIC® 150 or 300 
or the PaperSAFE® 240, 260, 
380 or 420 shredders. Their 
higher waste collection 
volume means they are 
suitable for multiple users.



ShredMATIC®

High-speed shredding: thanks to the autofeed function, our ShredMATIC® 
machines can destroy up to 300 sheets per load.

ShredMATIC® or PaperSAFE® – which one is 
right for you?
Do you occasionally need to shred a page or two, or are you destroying stacks of paper every day? Our PaperSAFE® range 
offers highest convenience for standard applications, while our powerful ShredMATIC® machines with their automatic paper 
feeder can independently shred up to 300 sheets per load.

PaperSAFE®

For maximum convenience: our PaperSAFE ® machines are the perfect choice for 
document shredding directly at your desk.

More
convenience

With 
autofeed



Shred whole stacks in a single step
The rule of thumb is: the more paper you need to destroy, the higher your shredder’s sheet capacity and container volume should 
be. For just a few sheets of paper, the DAHLE PaperSAFE® shredders are entirely sufficient. But if you’re regularly shredding entire 
stacks of paper, the automatic paper feeder in the DAHLE ShredMATIC® shredders will cut back on your stress: simply insert the 
stack and relax.
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There’s only one name for efficient data 
destruction: DAHLE ShredMATIC®. 

With their automatic paper feeder, these DAHLE 
shredders can safely, quickly and reliably destroy 
up to 300 sheets of paper in P-4 particle cut in a 
single load. On top of that, our shredders are oil-
and maintenance-free – saving you time and 
money!

DAHLE ShredMATIC®



Insert up to 90 sheets at once into the automatic 
paper feeder – then go and work on something 
else while this little shredder reliably does its 
job. 

Integrated photoelectric sensor for 
automatic start and stop
Two inspection flaps for easy cleaning

The compact shredder for multitaskers
DAHLE ShredMATIC® 90



No time? No problem. This highly efficient 
shredder can handle up to 150 sheets per load. 
And with a volume of 25l, you won’t have to 
empty its waste container very often either.

Integrated photoelectric sensor for 
automatic start and stop
Motor automatically shuts off if the waste 
container is full or the door is open

The efficient shredder for speed-freaks
DAHLE ShredMATIC® 150



The powerful shredder for go-getters
DAHLE ShredMATIC® 300

This one really gets things done: instead of 
shredding 20 lots of 15 sheets, you can insert 
300 sheets at once into this tower of power’s 
lockable paper feeder, and they’ll be shredded in 
less than nine minutes.

Lockable paper feeder
Integrated photoelectric sensor for 
automatic start and stop
Automatically powers down if not used for 
30 minutes



ShredMATIC® document shredders compared

ShredMATIC® ShredMATIC® 90 ShredMATIC® 150 ShredMATIC® 300

Article number 35090-16180 35150-16165 35314-15092

Security level P-4|F-1|T-4|E-3 P-4|F-1|T-4|E-3 P-4|F-1|O-3|T-4|E-3

Shredding type Particle cut Particle cut Particle cut

Particle size (mm) 4 x 12 mm 4 x 12 mm 4 x 15 mm

Autom. paper feeder

Container capacity (l) 23 25 40

Max. capacity* (man.| autom. feed) 10 sheets | 90 sheets 9 sheets | 150 sheets 14 sheets | 300 sheets

Noise level when idle (db) 62 60 60

Shreds CDs/DVDs

Shreds cards

Shreds paper clips

Oil-free operation

Dimensions in cm (H*W*D) 50.6 x 36.7 x 26.3 53.7 x 35.4 x 29.8 64.2 x 43.2 x 35.5



The perfect choice for use directly at your desk

Products in the DAHLE PaperSAFE® series can be used everywhere 
from home offices to open-plan offices. Better still, the range offers 
the right shredder for any security requirement, from P-2 to P-5. 

DAHLE document shredders are made to suit your needs, not the 
other way around. Who said shredding had to be stressful?

DAHLE PaperSAFE®



DAHLE PaperSAFE® 100 / 120 / 140
compact shredders for use right where you work

With their compact size and 12l collection bin, 
these shredders are especially suited for use 
directly at your desk – and their modern design 
looks great in any home office. They also include 
a range of convenient functionalities:

Integrated photoelectric sensor for 
automatic start and stop
Automatic motor shut down
Removable top part



The handy shredder for 
pragmatists
DAHLE PaperSAFE® 120

A hard-working and reliable assistant at 
your side: this handy shredder destroys up 
to 8 sheets at once and doesn’t let the 
occasional paper clip slow it down.

The compact shredder for the 
safety conscious
DAHLE PaperSAFE® 100

This compact shredder meets all the 
requirements of security level P-4 for 
sensitive data. It can shred up to 5 sheets 
at once and is the safe choice if you only 
have to dispose of documents every 
once in a while.

The low-cost shredder for 
casual users
DAHLE PaperSAFE® 60

With security level P-2, a capacity of up 
to 6 sheets per load and an 11l waste 
container, this affordable shredder is the 
ideal starter model for anyone who 
wants to shred documents that don’t 
contain personal data.

Modern design, compact size

The powerful shredder for the 
circumspect
DAHLE PaperSAFE® 140

This powerful shredder will take care of up 
to 10 sheets at once for you. Its P-4 
security level and 12l waste container 
make it the perfect device for cautious 
users.



DAHLE PaperSAFE® 240 / 260 / 380 / 420
with large collection bin for the office

A modern, minimalist design with a 25l 
collection bin and security level P-4 or P-5: these 
shredders are ideal for regular use. And with 
their practical and convenient functionalities, 
you can relax even more:

Energy-saving standby mode
Integrated photoelectric sensor for 
automatic start and stop
Sheet remnant shredding when waste 
container is full guarantees especially safe 
destruction of sensitive data



The silent shredder 
for deep thinkers
DAHLE PaperSAFE® 260

No louder than an ordinary 
conversation: our silent shredder will 
quietly destroy up to 12 sheets at once 
while reliably meeting the requirements 
of security level P-4.

The comfortable shredder 
for busy bees
DAHLE PaperSAFE® 240

If your workplace is a hive of activity 
and you can’t have a shredder getting in 
the way, this comfortable shredder on 
castors adapts perfectly to your needs 
and can destroy up to 10 sheets at once.

High power, high-volume collection bin

The all-rounder 
for efficient workers
DAHLE PaperSAFE® 380

You’ll be done before you know it: not 
only does our all-rounder meet the 
requirements of security level P-4, it can 
also shred up to 15 sheets at once. And 
thanks to its 25l waste container you 
won’t have to empty it very often either.

The high-performance shredder 
for the confidentiality-conscious
DAHLE PaperSAFE® 420

If you work with highly confidential data, 
this high-performance shredder with 
security level P-5 will destroy your 
documents reliably and at a rate of up to 
10 sheets at a time.



PaperSAFE® document shredders compared

PaperSAFE® PaperSAFE® 60 PaperSAFE® 100 PaperSAFE® 120 PaperSAFE® 140 PaperSAFE® 240 PaperSAFE® 260 PaperSAFE® 380 PaperSAFE® 420

Article number 23060-16167 23100-16168 23120-16169 23140-16170 23240-16171 23260-16172 23380-16173 23420-16174

Security level P-2|T-2|E-2 P-4|F-1|T-4|E-3 P-4|F-1|T-4|E-3 P-4|F-1|T-4|E-3 P-4|F-1|O-1|T-4|E-3 P-4|F-1|O-1|T-4|E-3 P-4|F-1|O-1|T-4|E-3 P-5|F-2|O-1|T-5|E-4

Shredding type Strip cut Particle cut Particle cut Particle cut Particle cut Particle cut Particle cut Particle cut

Particle size (mm) 6 mm 5 x 18 mm 5 x 18 mm 5 x 18 mm 4 x 12 mm 4 x 12 mm 4 x 12 mm 2 x 15 mm

Autom. paper feeder

Container capacity (l) 11 12 12 12 25 25 25 25

Max. capacity 6 sheets 5 sheets 8 sheets 10 sheets 10 sheets 12 sheets 15 sheets 10 sheets

Noise level when idle (db) 70 70 65 65 65 60 60 60

Shreds CDs/DVDs

Shreds cards

Shreds paper clips

Oil-free operation

Dimensions in cm (H*W*D) 32 x 31.5 x 16.1 36.6 x 34.7 x 21.7 36.6 x 34.7 x 21.7 36.6 x 34.7 x 21.7 54.5 x 44.3 x 27.3 54.5 x 44.3 x 27.3 54.5 x 44.3 x 27.3 54.5 x 44.3 x 27.3



The easiest route to the right shredder 



If you have any questions, 
don’t hesitate to get in touch!

A company of
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